Dungan Predicts Sharp Decrease in College Attendance

By Michael Finnegan

Over 1500 people are expected to attend MSC’s first presidential inauguration on Sun., Oct. 21. At that time Dr. Ralph A. Dungan will be formally and publicly invested as president of the college.

Inauguration ceremonies will commence at 2 p.m. in the amphitheatre or, in the event of rain, in Memorial Auditorium. Folding chairs will be set up to accommodate overflow attendance in the grass and patio areas in and around the amphitheatre. A reception will immediately follow the inauguration at the Student Center mall or in the Student Center ballroom.

STUDENTS and their families are invited to the affairs. Tickets are available at the SGA office or at the Public Information Office.

"The idiom of an inauguration has been kicked around for a long time," said Cynthia Lepre, Assistant Director of College Relations, "but we’ve never had the opportunity to sponsor one until now."

"Our past presidents, Dr. Spargo, Dr. Patridge and Dr. Richardon initially came into office as acting Presidents and as such were not official in their post," she continued. "When their titles finally became official they had served in their office for so long and for so long that a formal Inauguration ceremony was no longer time-consuming."

STUDENTS. Dungan’s case is different," she continued, "in that he is brand new as college president and the inauguration will mark the formal beginning of his public life as President. Students, press and the public will have a chance to see and hear him at the investiture and personally meet him at the reception afterwards."

Events on the agenda will include an investiture by Rev. Thomas Davis, campus Catholic chaplain, and welcoming remarks by MSC Trustees Dr. Lincoln W. Hawkins. These will be followed by salutations from various college representatives including SGA president Angelo Genovesi, and assistant professor of Mathematics Maracoastos Lazenakis, president of MSC’s Local of the American Federation of Teachers, Alumni Association president Barbara Wolf and Dr. Partridge and Dr. Richardson.

The chancellor also asked college faculty to sit in and "be a lot of radical changes," the chancellor said. "This is probably one of the most significant issues for higher education in the next decade."

"In MY view, this is not our problem to solve alone. All involved, including unions, would have to sit down and consider solutions," Dungan said.
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Dungan also spoke of the importance of a strong, unified community and the need for careful consideration of all issues. "This is a very complex issue," he said. "We have to be careful in our approach and give due consideration to all perspectives."
Students Create Natural Dance

By Susan Koenig

How do you explain the eerie feeling that passed over you last Thursday as 23 people unexpectedly start slowly rolling towards you without explanation on the Student Center Mall? It was a supernatural dance event, presented by the Speech and Theater Showcase.

The outdoor dance was the second experiment initiated by dance instructor, Linda J. Roberts. To produce a unique dance experience for the non-dancer with natural movement, environment, sound and lighting, "I believe," said Roberts, "that other theatrical spaces are available besides "just the theater."

"I ACHIEVED what I wanted to achieve," said Roberts directly after the presentation, "I wanted a reaction in the audience."

The reaction in the audience was evident. Same viewers were delighted, some laughed, some were confused, some disputed and some bored. There was plenty of applause throughout, cheers and even textbook studying.

The participants were students and faculty and the audience consisted of anyone who happened by the grass mall at noon.

THREE REHEARSALS were held before the show. Images and energy levels were given as guidelines in the rehearsals, but no strict movements were given. One of the guidelines set forth to the "dancers" was the concept of deterioration. All "dancers" attempted to build a story that would fall apart. Deterioration continued until the end when the "dancers" clapped for the audience, changed into them and left the audience looking at empty grits. The final deterioration being that of the "dancers."

There was no "real attempt at publicity," said Roberts. Although it was advertised in the Montclarion and on the MONTCLARION, we "wanted them (the audience) to experience it at whatever level they wanted them (the audience) to experience it."

One viewer thought it would have been more effective if there were more people involved, and Roberts agreed by commenting that they "did not have enough people. We needed twice the amount of people" to produce the right effect and energy level. One audience comment meant: "Man destroys what he create."

"Life is a great space," Mr. D said. "Man's birth and plight of survival."

ROBERTS SUMMED it all up by saying, "It just happened. It just came and went. It will not go down in history as a great work of art, but art was definitely involved."

JSU Holds Fund Drive

The JSU set up a table in the Student Center Lobby and has been collecting funds since Oct. 9. Their action is part of the nationwide United Jewish Appeal Campaign for Israel Emergency Fund. With Rutgers/Newark, they hope to collect $5,000. Having received approximately 1/2 of that amount from MSC contributions, the JSU are optimistic of exceeding their present goal.

MARCIE Cooper and Ruth Levy, two students instrumental in heading the drive, said that contributions are coming in from all sectors of the campus. Donations have ranged from $20 to $200.

According to Levy, the money raised will be sent to Israel and used for social welfare, for "hospitals, schools and orphans." She emphasized that none would go to the military. Cooper added, "There's a U.S. law that any type of collection of money for another country cannot be used by the military."

For those who want to contribute more than money, the JSU also has information on how to give blood for the Israeli war effort and how one can apply to travel to Israel as a civilian volunteer. Levy said, "These volunteers are not volunteering to fight. They are going to Israel to work a kibbutz, to do any work in Israel which will free other men to fight."

THE JSU's temporary office is on the second floor of Life Hall.
Buck-Passing Cited

**By Carla Capizzi**

Supreme Court major Metzger spends a lot of time in the math/science building. Early last summer he noticed that one of its two back exit doors was chained and padlocked shut from the inside and from the outside.

Metzger realized it was a potentially dangerous situation.

In a fire, students in the back of the u-shaped building would have to run to a front exit. Those on the two top floors would have to run up the back stairs, down those and then out the front doors.

Those on the two top floors would rush downstairs, only to collide with students trying to escape the lower floors. Persons using the door as an inconvenience may have thought the blocked exit was an inconvenience. Metzger realized it was a potentially dangerous situation.

**School of Mathematics and Science.**

Jerome Quinn, institutional planning director and Keith Kaufmann, security and campus patrol director. From them, Metzger gained the following facts:

- The exit was closed when a large window in the stairtower cracked open on a spring day.
- College officials feared that persons using the door could be injured if the window fell on them.
- The $3000 window was still broken because of a dispute over who had to pay for the repair.

Asked about the locked door as an inconvenience, his assistant did not believe that neither Daly's assistant nor Kaufmann knew anything about the window when he spoke to them. Kaufmann added that "everything is being passed the buck.

The record in Metzger's co-operation, he was disgusted with the "lack of responsibility" shown by those he spoke to. He was "appalled at their lack of concern" and stated that "everyone is passing the buck." He described the college's efforts to repair the window as a "lot of talk little action."

"I couldn't believe that neither Daly's assistant nor Kaufmann knew anything about the window when he spoke to them. Kaufmann has repeatedly known and agreed it was a potential hazard. Metzger added."

**By Di Palomari**

Montclair State College's original contribution to the communal living experience has hit the dust.

"Although the window was broken, the school Mac from the tennis courts across the street was promptly abandoned with the exception of a group of diehards who continued to use the space as a social center."

The "Awful, Awful" cup which found its way to MSC after the Chippewa's Kings Cup was successfully initiated its experiment in communal living, the Home Management House was operating in a group management environment. Each "home" economy majors.

Located at Valley Road the building now accommodates the infirmary which was previously housed in Ross Hall.

Dr. Katherine B. Hall, chairman of the home economics department, was not available for comment as to why the decision was made to eliminate a program which provided a training ground for home economics majors.

Originally a requirement for all home economics majors, the Home Management program was abolished barely a week after an elective course when the department increased its student enrollment. Girls who chose to participate in the project were responsible for the management of the house and of the group. Course requirements included:

- Maintaining healthy living quarters,
- Preparing nutritionally balanced meals and working together as a group to cooperate on common goals.

Supervised by a resident graduate assistant who had the students accountable for working out guidelines for communal living and group management. Personal conflicts were an integral part of the course, as were the methods by which they were resolved. Class sessions with Hurl Alcario were held regularly to discuss problems and evaluate progress.

OBJECTIVES of the program were to allow the participants an opportunity to analyze how they operated individually and with others; and to develop appreciation for other people's goals. The end result, according to Alcario, would hopefully be gained insight into their (the students') system of management.

**By Michael Finnegan**

When David W. D. Dickson accepted the mantle of the presidency of Montclair State College this Saturday afternoon, he would never had a clue that MSC, the newly elected mace, the symbolic scepter of authority

A gift to the college in honor of Dean William C. Warren, member of MSC's Board of Trustees, the mace is passed to Dickson by Board of Trustees chairman Gerald A. LeRoy. Before and after the ceremony the mace symbolized the authority, the instrument, valued in the thousands of dollars, was housed in an off-campus vault and will be brought out and borne at formal ceremonies, such as commencement.

ALTHOUGH Warren proposed the idea of a mace in 1968, explained Assistant Director of Students Affairs, Dickson, "it's been deferred because of financial limitations."

At least 1971 the possibility of obtaining a mace became more financially feasible," he said, "and we began research into different types of maces. We sought out traditional symbols of the college's past to adorn the mace."

Several American firms were consulted to render estimates for the job of creating the mace. "One firm, Gorham Silversmiths, nearly received the contract," according to James W. Gadd, executive assistant to the president, "but the rising price of silver forced us to search for another company."

"The first side boasts the official symbol of the college, to show off the design," said the president's aide. "A circle of embossed laurel leaves is situated, to the quad area in front of Freeman Hall."

The move of the giant cup was due to the efforts of the sixth floor of Freeman Hall and friends who feared the cup in a midnight raid, measure, to one participant who asked to remain anonymous. Housed amidst the shoulders of the Freemasons, the cup was marched across campus to its present place of repose but not without encountering some difficulties, in the form of MSC security guards.

The group succeeded in carrying the cup from the tennis courts across the baseball field but as they were crossing the road between Sprague library and the Industrial Arts Building, the mace band was dispersed by the appearance of a security guard. At this point the cup was promptly abandoned with the exception of a group of diehards who continued to remain the asset on the cup.

Back at the dorm, the Freemasons reacquired the sixth floor and realized themselves for another. The group reentered themselves on the front. The cup was soon seen again next to the college, Mount college High and past College Hall.

The sixth floor legion, both men and women, marched triumphantly into the square with their prized held high over their heads as the other students cheered from the Freeman Hall windows.

When questioned about the purpose of taking the cup, the head of the group, who would give his name only as "Julius the Horse," stated that "it was a question of proving that Montclair students have the spirit and dedication to accomplish a project with the spirit and dedication it seems to have been lost to a past era."
A Bike For Two
By Patricia Perrone
Chapin Hall residents may have found a solution to the parking problem. They are offering two students the chance to occupy two of the most convenient parking spots on the entire campus - at the bike rack in front of the Student Center.

Dorm members are raffling off a pair of 10 speed Raleigh Record Bicycles. Ticket selling began on Oct. 2 and the drawing will be held Friday afternoon in the lobby of the center.

THE WINNERS will receive gift certificates worth $105 each that will be good in Reidinger's in Montclair. They may be used to purchase the bikes displayed at the desk in the Center or towards anything else in the store.

Chapin members hope to make a $200 to $300 profit, according to Midge Haug, a senior psychology/sociology major. The plan to use this money to finance a camping trip, the purchase of t-shirts, and a raffle.

However, that would not have to be present at the drawing to win.

\section*{Psych Director Seeks Informality}

By Alice Hartman

Flexibility, availability and informality are the aims of this year's psychological counseling program, according to its new full-time director, Dr. Susan Herman.

Formerly with Fairleigh Dickinson University/Tennisack, Herman has been active in college and community counseling programs since 1961. Stressing the need to establish an informal atmosphere for the program, the new director intends to be seen around the RSC campus as much as possible. "We want to bring the program to the student, not wait for the student to come to us," she explained.

"I SEE the program branching in three direction," Herman stated. One of the areas is psychotherapy which would encompass group and individual sessions. The new director emphasized the intention and desire of the psychological services staff to maintain privileged communication between student and counselor.

"All our staff psychologists use as their guide the ethical practices standards of the American Psychological Association (APA)," said Herman. In accordance with the APA ruling "the psychologist should guard professional confidence as a trust and reveal...only when there is clear and imminent danger to an individual or to society."

The program will also include preventative services that will attempt to deal with situations before they become problems and training/counseling workshops for the college community at large. Herman plans to work in conjunction with the Drop-In Center and the dormitory residents assistants in providing "preventative services" and in order to reach a larger number of the campus community.

HERMAN VIEWS the program as a possible future mental health center for the entire college community. As part of this view she hopes to establish workshops which all those who participate in counseling on campus would join. "I am interested in helping people and passing on my skills," the director said.

After graduating from the University of Maryland with a BA, Herman received her MA from Rollins College, majoring in "Counseling Psychology." She received her PhD from the University of Florida.

A Guide To

The Art Of Conversation

The psychological service center is currently forming small, short-term groups that will focus on aiding students who feel uncomfortable participating in class discussions and speaking before groups.

According to a memo from the service center, "this is a very common source of anxiety among college students." It is a problem, however, that receives "relatively little public attention."

THE GROUPS will consist of approximately eight to ten students who will discuss their common feelings about speaking in class and will investigate the causes for such anxiety. The students will then work on exercises to decondition these feelings in order to "make classroom participation more comfortable," according to the release.

Interested students are asked to contact the psychological service center (annex 4) or call 893-5211.

\section*{The Major Theater Series}

presents

The Major Theater Series presents

LANDRAKE

Oct. 24, 25, 26, 27, at 8:30 p.m
Oct. 26 at 2:15 p.m.
At Memorial Auditorium
Season Passes and Group Rates Available
Box Office NOW Open
Rec Club: Just For The Fun Of It

By Theresa Falcone

The Montclair State Student Recreation Association and Park Association, a club whose purpose is to unite all people interested in recreation.

Several MSC students majoring in recreation have organized to form the Montclair State Student Recreation and Park Association, a club whose purpose is to unite all people interested in recreation.

The Montclair State Student Recreation Association and its members are trying to establish a recreation resource library in the student center.

The club is seeking approval from the NJ Recreation and Park Association and its members are trying to establish a recreation resource library in the student center.

In addition to the required "Art of Poetry," students have asked for other areas of English study that are not taught in an "Art of..." fashion, according to Radner. He said that the art of drama is one area that students feel is neglected.

Radner does not anticipate a significant change in "The English Language," the third required course. He said that students and faculty agree that the course is necessary to the major. However, he continued, there is the possibility that "General Linguistics" will be offered in conjunction with the course.

"Myth and Literature" will remain a major requirement with no changes to its structure.

The committee studying possible curriculum changes is chaired by J. Raymond Paul, assistant professor of English. Radner said that the committee is open to suggestions from students.

Dr. Sanford Radner, chairman of the English department, stated that some changes will be made in the English major requirements. A committee of faculty has been studying the program and considering course changes.

Radner said that two of the required courses, "Art of Poetry" and "The English Language," will undergo changes in relation to the scope in which they are taught.

There has been some feeling that the courses should be made broader, he explained.

The English Major

Curriculum Changes Studied

Dr. Sanford Radner

Sees Changes

On the MONTCLARION

CLASSIFIED

MAKE-UP PERSON WANTED
To Do Lay-out and Paste-up Work
On the MONTCLARION
Composing And/Or Graphics Experience Preferred
For More Information
Contact the MONTCLARION office,
Fourth Floor, Student Center

C & D Light Hauling and Trucking
We haul anything - Anywhere
Furniture, Appliances, Trash, etc.
Cheap - Fast - Efficient
Call anytime at
893-5925

SCHILLER'S
The Complete Bookstore
Paramus Next to Gimbels
843-3727
Over 35,000 Titles in Stock.
Including Large Selection in Literature, Business, Film, Education, etc.

World Campus Afloat: Join Us!
Sails each September & February.
This is the way you've always wanted to learn...and should. Combined accredited study with a fascinating semester of travel to Africa, Australia, the Orient, and the Americas.
Over 8500 students from 450 colleges have already participated. Financial aid is available. Write now for free catalog:
WCA, Chapman College
Box 1000, Orange, CA 92666

Valley Deli
734 Valley Road, Montclair
746-4353
FREE
10 oz. Soda with Every Sandwich Purchase
Open 8:30 am - 7 pm
Seven Days A Week
TAKING ORDERS • CATERING

Montclair, Thursday, October 18, 1973
New Chaplain Looks For Active Role On Campus

By Rosemary Morra

Newman House has provided a new addition to the college this semester — Sister Frances Rose Jacoby. The new female chaplain is quite enthusiastic about meeting as many students as possible this semester.

"One of my goals at Montclair is to meet a good cross-section of students," explained Jacoby. She intends to accomplish this by visiting the campus daily to meet a variety of students.

"I DO NOT want to force religion on students, I am more interested in helping students grow as persons and become involved in life," Jacoby said.

According to Jacoby, students can accomplish this by taking an active part in the college community, either by joining clubs, a sorority or fraternity, even working with a campus organization.

"If students stay on campus more and become involved, their whole college life will be more complete," she explained.

During the fall semester, the energetic chaplain intends to encourage students to be active and will also be a participant in upcoming events. Jacoby, who is from Milwaukee, Wis., worked at the University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh, for three years. She did her graduate work in guidance and counseling at the university.

Some of her duties at the university included organizing and conducting retreat programs and planning the music and liturgy for Sunday Masses.

Jacoby considers one of her most treasured experiences to be doing volunteer work for four years in two of Wisconsin's state prisons. The chaplain worked at the State Prison for Women, where she did individual counseling. Since she loves to play the guitar, Jacoby also conducted a guitar class. She also worked in group therapy for two years at the Men's Maximum Security Prison in Wisconsin.

"Every free minute I have here, I spend corresponding to the prisoners," Jacoby stated.

Jacoby became interested in MSC when she met Father Thomas Davis, Newman House Chaplain, at a convention in Florida last year. Since the college needed someone to be a "guiding hand" in the dorms and on campus, Jacoby decided to come to MSC.

Her first reaction to the college was that it was "a warm place, since everyone has a down-to-earthness" and that the students were "quite interested in whatever they do."

'Teach-In' Date Set

The Task Force for Action Against Racism is planning a "Teach-In Against Racism" on Tuesday, Nov. 6. The "Teach-In" grew out of the Focus on Race Relations Day held during the fall semester.

Tentative areas of study include racism in academics, economics, politics and history. Racism in the American culture will also be studied.

According to a spokesman for the Task Force, they are in the process of making sure that students will not be penalized if they miss class to attend the "Teach-In."

Task force member Jerry Carver said that "the purpose of the Teach-In is to get people with reactions to racism on campus to come and air them." Member Mike Wynncky added, "The Teach-In can help people to deal with and solve the problem of this negative force on society."

KAPPA DELTA PI meeting

October 24, 1973 7:30 P.M.

4th Floor meeting room Student Center

Open to all interested MSC students

Leader: Dr. Mary E. Bredemeier

Refreshments Served
Psych Center Aids Area Children

By M.E. Marban

Through a program with graduate students, the Psycho-Education Center (PEC) serves handicapped children of the surrounding communities.

The PEC was founded last February and thus far has been involved with the treatment and/or evaluation of 68 children. Currently there are 22 active cases. The children treated range from mild perceptual and coordination difficulties to those with severe emotional or physical handicaps and possible brain damage.

OPERATING under the jurisdiction of the School of Social and Behavioral Sciences, PEC is funded by the state and the parents of the children treated. All program evaluations are fully-certified clinicians. Many are MSC professors. The graduate intern is able to observe classes and make diagnostic evaluations of the child while under qualified supervision.

Specialists in the field of communication disorders, speech and hearing therapy are employed by the center. Participating students get credit for their involvement.

PEC DIRECTOR Elaine Nord said, "Our staff is multidisciplinary, we learn from each other." The center primarily helps children with learning motor coordination and communities difficulties.

Nord feels that children with learning disabilities should be helped at an early age for learning on their part becomes more difficult as they grow older.

CHILDREN are referred to PEC by their doctors, school or parents, who are not satisfied with the evaluations already made of the child. Nord then arranges for a screening interview with the parents and the child. PEC either obtains the previous evaluation material from the child's school and gives another interpretation of the work or separate evaluations may be made and compared with the previous ones.

After this is done, the child is treated or, if the case is too severe for the center to handle, the parents are referred to another clinic.

There are several programs in which the children can enroll: the Saturday play group, the communication disorders class or the learning disabilities day camp which is held on campus for six weeks in the summer.

PARENTS must pay a fee for the service but the amount is scaled on ability to pay. "No one is ever turned away because they can't pay," Nord said. The PEC does not serve college students but will serve their offspring.

MEN - WOMEN JOBS ON SHIPS! No experience required. Excellent pay. Worldwide travel. Perfect summer job or career. Send $3.00 for information: SEAFAX, Dept. 0-9, P.O. Box 48936, Port Angeles, Washington 98362.
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EMKO is a highly effective spermicide in an aerosol foam that is deposited at the opening of the uterus with an applicator. The foam blocks the sperm while the spermicide kills them on contact.

EMKO contains no hormones and does not enter the circulation system or affect your body chemistry. There is no interference with sensations.

Recommended by physicians. It is highly effective, but so safe and simple to use you can buy it in drug departments without a prescription.

THE ACADEMIC RESEARCH GROUP, INC.
240 Park Avenue
Rutherford, N.J. 07070
(201) 939-0189

REPORTS, PAPERS, RESEARCH MATERIAL

Quality Service Low Rates
We're Just 15 Minutes from MSC Call, write or come in.
Mon. - Fri. : 10:6 - Sat. 10:3

KINDERHOOK CREEK
country folk rock THURSDAY NIGHT OCTOBER 18 MURRAY'S PUB 2 MONTGOMERY ST. BLOOMFIELD, N.J. 201-748-9667 a nightly service to help you
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David W. D. Dickson

Inauguration Benefits MSC

To the Editor:

As an AJCE major, I have been watching the activities of the MSC faculty and administration for some time now. I can honestly say that I have never seen such a level of cooperation and unity between the faculty and administrative staff of the MSC.

The school has been able to attract some of the finest professors in the country, and the administration has been quick to respond to the needs of the students. The MSC has also been able to maintain a high level of academic standards, which is a testament to the hard work of the faculty and the administration.

I believe that the MSC has the potential to become a leading institution in the state, and I am proud to be a part of it. I hope that the school will continue to grow and improve in the years to come.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]
Economy Comes Before Safety

Students have always realized that economy was placed over the quality of education at the state colleges. Nevertheless, it is still disconcerting to learn that a $3000 window receives a higher priority than the lives of students and faculty members who might be trapped in a burning building.

Wednesday, the college removed and boarded over a cracked window in the math/science building. This enabled them to finally reopen the back door beneath the window. The door had been locked and barricaded since April, when the window cracked. The door was blocked to protect those using the building. The college feared that the window would shatter, showering glass on anyone who might be walking through the door at the time.

This sounds very logical and safety-minded, however, that building only has two rear exits, with no direct connection between them. Closing off one of them cut off a vital fire exit for students in that wing who must take a longer route to safety, losing valuable time in an emergency where every second counts.

If the situation had only lasted a few days, it might be forgivable. Instead the college spent six months squabbling with the building's architects and contractor over who would pay for a new window. The logical solution would have been to immediately knock out the window, board it up and leave the exit completely accessible. The three parties could then have haggled over a new window as long as they wanted.

A disaster could have occurred while the administrators were busy writing reports, sending out letters and making phone calls these past six months.

Strangely enough, the college managed to resolve its problem within 24 hours when it was forced to by the fire department.

SGA Conference
A Real Success

One of the major goals of the SGA leadership conference is to open lines of communication and foster cooperation among the campus organizations. Unfortunately the conference has met with only limited success in the past.

The greatest problems with the conference in the past concerned the poor attendance - they were not held on campus and frequently took a whole weekend - and the fact that very few concrete results came out of the conference.

SGA president Angelo Genova, however, seems to have found the elusive combination for a successful program. The conference site was brought back to campus. The format was significantly changed. Group discussions were replaced by individual seminars.

Perhaps the most drastic change was the deviation of the first night to the introduction to the concepts of human and organizational processes by Dr. Alfred H. Gorman, a professor of education.

Gorman gave a very effective presentation and the results were immediately evident. People learned to deal with each other as individuals rather than as members of separate organizations. There was a welcome looseness among the participants. People talked and listened more importantly, they listened.

Whether there will be any permanent results from the conference remains to be seen. The people who participated in the conference left it with some amount of understanding about each other and about the many aspects and areas of student government.

Reportage

I'd Like to Place In Nomination...

By Bill Gibson

Already reeling from the Watergate hearings, the Republican Party was thrown into further confusion with the unexpected announcement by the vice-president proclaiming his retirement.

Hurtled meetings were held and conferences discussing his successor lasted far into the night. Ultimately his successor was chosen but not without much soul-searching and anguish by the president and his closest advisors.

"As you all know, the vice-president has chosen to resign from his office or, as the tabloid goss, as he gets out while the going was good. It is up to you and me to come up with a new vice-president who will uphold the administration's integrity as exemplified by myself. Now are there any suggestions?"

"No President, I think that it is common knowledge that the new vice-president must be someone who would like to place in nomination the name of Henry Aaron."

"That is a very good choice, Senator. However he is a much too controversial figure. After all there are those, people who would rather not see him break Babe Ruth's home run record. Such arguments could hamper him in his dealings as second highest office holder in the country."

"Your points of disagreement are entirely valid, sir. But if not Aaron, how about someone who has captured the hearts and minds of Americans everywhere through his almost fanaticized and unashamed devotion to promotion one of our lesser known pastimes? I refer of course to Mr. Bobby Riggs."

ALIENATION

"Another wise choice, except for one little point that you seemed to have overlooked. Because of his age, we would run into the possibility of alienating the youth vote. No, I'm afraid that he must be ruled out."

"Well then what about someone who possesses all the qualities that we've discussed and is not going to alienate the youth vote? Someone along the lines of Mama Cass Elliot?"

"There is only one problem with Ms. Elliot. What type of image do you think it will project to our foreign neighbors when we change Air Force Two to a C-5 transport plane? No, I'm afraid we'll have to look elsewhere."

UNITY

"Sir, we've gone through a list of enormously qualified people without success. I'd like to suggest one of the lesser known but most solid member of the Congress, who, through his expertise and background, might just be able to unify the country. I'd like to place in nomination the name of Sen. Thomas Eagleton."

Letters

The MONTCLARION welcomes letters to the editor. Letters should be typed and must be submitted to the MONTCLARION, fourth floor, Student Center, no later than 4 pm Friday before desired publication date. We reserve the right to edit letters for style and brevity.
By Michael Finnegan

All of the qualities that contributed to the success of Lorraine Hansberry's drama, "A Raisin in the Sun," were among the most outstanding were its universality and its human qualities. These qualities are beautifully conveyed in its musical incarnation "Raisin" to create a moving theatrical experience.

Although the play was set in Chicago in the 1950's, among a southside black family, the kernel of the plot is something that all Americans can appreciate - the conflict of dreams vs. reality, and the consequences these conflicts met out for people to overcome. In "Raisin," the individuals meet life with good hope. The racial element is woven by the lead performers. Joe Morton forcefully plays Walter Lee Younger, a black chauffeur desperately in need to provide a better chance for his family at a good life. Ernestine Jackson is hard, bitter and just right as his wife Ruth. Morton forcefully plays the part so well that he can keep her husband's dreams in check.

But the show belongs to Virginia Capers as Mama Younger, whose incantatory prayer insurance check from her husband's death spells tangible promise for her dreams of a decent house with a garden. Walter Lee's hopes of owning a liquor store and his daughter Beneatha's dreams of becoming a doctor. Capers is alternately Troy and soft, sad and soft and totally magnificent. A memorable moment in the musical theater will be Virginia Capers, sitting in her rocker, holding her potted plant and singing "A Whole Lotta Sunlight."

Moments of cooperation with Capers come from young Ralph Carter as Travis Younger, son of Ruth and Walter Lee, a born scene stealer with his endearing coyness and wiseacre affectation. Deborah Plonka has drawn it from the widespread feelings of Americans who feel sorry for their nation - its trials, its absurdities and its tragedies. The theme of America is not uncommon, but like most things that are often talked about and considered, it means still another start. The idea sounds promising. The show will soundly ring with satire that just might force Johnny Mann to sit down and jest. At any rate, we're being offered another chance to look at America.
MSC Goes Underground

By M. A. Mulick

A group of fifty students from MSC will be exhibiting their photographic work at the Underground Gallery in New York City at 134 Fifth Avenue. The exhibition will run through Nov. 21. The gallery is open Monday through Friday from 10 am to 5 pm.

The actual work began last spring. Klaus Schnitzer, a member of the MSC fine arts department, was one of the main forces behind the preparation for the exhibition. Schnitzer said, "The work was of high quality but its only exposure was in portfolios, we wanted the work to be shown more widely." The gallery was secured from a former employer of Schnitzer's. This past summer Schnitzer, Dr. Charles Martens and Richard Kyle sorted out over 1000 photographs submitted until they reached the final 200 that were to be used for the show.

This exhibition is one of the few college exhibitions in New York this year. Schnitzer calls the New York photographic art scene "very closed and tight," and he sees this as good publicity for the school as well as the students.

The entries submitted were not restricted to people in the fine arts department. Students from all the other majors were also eligible. The subjects of the photographs being used are of a great variety: still life, movement, nudes, portraits, sequences, social commentary, architectural and textures are all included. The photos are predominantly black and white.

A process called non-silver was used to make the photographs. This process involves making everything from scratch including the photograph paper. It gives the photographer more flexibility in the coloring and shading of his work. The non-silver process was widely used throughout the nineteenth century and is currently being rediscovered.

After the exhibition in New York the show will come to MSC on Nov. 26, at Gallery I, on the second floor of Life Hall and there are preparations now being made for it to tour other area schools.
WINTER SESSION
IN EUROPE
Mexico & Martinique Too!

PROGRAMS INCLUDE:
All transportation between cities from N.Y.C.
Hotel accommodations, twin-bedded and student
Transfers
Up to 13 theater and concert tickets
Breakfast
Seminars with renowned artists
Taxes and gratuities
Free time to discover on your own!

URBAN DEVELOPMENT - NEW TOWNS
England
$400

GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE
England - France
$375

ENGLISH LITERATURE
England-Ireland
$425

RESERVE IMMEDIATELY
Office of International Programs
LIFE HALL
893-4230

THE ARTS OF MEXICO
Yucatan, Mexico City
$495

FRENCH STUDY
Paris, France
$400

TECHNICAL THEATER
England - Ireland
$425

SYMPHONY & ITS SOURCE
London, Stockholm, Copenhagen
Amsterdam
$360

DANCE
London, Stockholm, Paris

OPERA
London, Munich, Vienna
$545

BROADCASTING
England - Ireland
$400

CONTEMPORARY SPANISH THEATER
Madrid
$400

ACTING, DIRECTING
England, Ireland
$425

FRENCH STUDY
Martinique

Transportation Only @ $170 N.Y.C. - London - N.Y.C. low cost connections
TIE Frustrates Squaws

"We were in the attacking half of the field 70% of the time but just couldn't score," commented a frustrated field hockey coach Donna Olson. The only comfort could be found in the fact that the William Paterson team didn't score either on Tuesday afternoon, resulting in a 0-0 tie.

"OUR GOALIE (Laura Sanson) saw the ball about five times," Olson continued. It was not the excellent play of the Paterson goalie or defense that thwarted MSC, as according to Olson, "We just weren't in the right place at the right time."

The Squaws certainly found the right place against Lehman College last week, however. The women found the net eight times to post their first win of the year, 8-0.

The Princeton University squad invades the Squaws' Brookdale home territory next Wednesday, again at 3:30 pm.

The women host Trenton State on Monday at 3:30 pm at Brookdale Park, off Grove Street in Bloomfield. This clash was originally slated for Oct. 11.

Douglass College at 3:30 pm.

The women host Trenton State on Monday at 3:30 pm at Brookdale Park, off Grove Street in Bloomfield. This clash was originally slated for Oct. 11.

THE SQUAWS face a stretch of three games this week, starting today at Douglass College at 3:30 pm.

The women host Trenton State on Monday at 3:30 pm at Brookdale Park, off Grove Street in Bloomfield. This clash was originally slated for Oct. 11.

The Princeton University squad invades the Squaws' Brookdale home territory next Wednesday, again at 3:30 pm.

FAVORITE NAME BRANDS
SAVE ON THESE

ADC

Teac

Ampex

Garrard

Sherwood

Dual

BSR

Garrard

Ampepl

ADC

Teac

Use your Faculty - Student Co-op "Wholesale Privilege Card"

SAVE ON THESE FAVORITE NAME BRANDS

KLH

Sony

Sherwood

Fisher

Dual

BSR

Garrard

Ampepl

ADC

Teac

NOW ENJOY THE WORLD OF FINE AUDIO SOUNDS AT WHOLESALE SAVINGS SELECT FROM TOP BRANDS

SPECIALY OFFERED TO STUDENTS AND FACULTY FOR LESS THAN THE RECEIVER, PER SE

KLH 52 LIST $289.95
BSR 510A/X LIST $106.80
KLH 52
BSR 510A/X

$289.00
$531.75

HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCE CENTER

CONVENIENT FINANCING AVAILABLE

FABULOUS FOTO CONTEST
CASH PRIZES

1st Prize - $100.00
2nd Prize - $50.00
3rd Prize - $25.00

Applications available in C.L.U.B. office, 4th Floor, Student Center, starting October 22.

Open to all MSC students.

Prove your talents to the rest of the world!

20 Passaic Avenue
Fairfield, N.J. 07006
(201) 227-6808

Branch showroom
73 Lafayette Avenue
Route 59
Suffern, N.Y.
BONING UP: The action’s fast and furious in the Men’s Division Intramural Football League on weekday afternoons at the Bohn Hall Field.

By John Delery

They take the field not as the Fighting Irish, Trojans, or even the Indians but as the Saga Specials, Fighting Irish, Trojans, or even the team. Accepted for the Intramural team, or may sign up a group as a Competition is scheduled for Tuesdays and anyone wishing to apply can pick up an application from the basement of College High.

Though there is no real gang violence, no need for any “super scouts.” 

There is no sophisticated coaching. There is no “brutal strength.” It is certainly not a glory sport for the players, the argument that intramural football is for small people is nonexistent.

Indians are not the names of any popular rock groups but the intramural football teams at MSC.

It is certainly not a glory sport. With a little football knowledge who can quickly draw the play in the dirt. Not only do a pair of Smaller Advents sound as good as you (and we) had hoped, but well beyond unreasonable expectations. There is just nothing remotely like them.

We Believe A Stereo System Should Sound Better At Home Than It Does On Paper.

If you have $400-500 to put into a stereo system, there are lots of really good records and record players to choose from, but very few speakers that hold up their all-important end of the system. Which is why some systems wind up sounding less impressive at home than they did in the advertisements.

We sell The Smaller Advent Loudspeaker because it turns this situation upside down. Not just anything remotely like them. The Smaller Advents were designed to sound as good as they could. If a system sounds less impressive at home than it did in the advertisement, we sell it. The Panzer Pool will be open for security, staff and student use at the following times: MONDAY: Noon to 6 pm TUESDAY: 1 to 6 pm WEDNESDAY: 2 to 6 pm THURSDAY: 1 to 6 pm FRIDAY: 2 to 6 pm Swimming instruction is available at these times. Those interested should contact Hank Ferris in his office adjacent to the pool.

IM Bowling

Forms Ready

Applications are now being accepted for the Intramural Bowling Tournament. Competition is scheduled for Mondays and anyone wishing to apply can pick up an application in the Intramural Office, basement of College High.

A $1 fee is assessed all participants and the Intramural Department will pick up the remainder of the costs, according to SILC president Stu Richter.

Students can sign up individually and be placed on a team, or may sign up a group as a team.

Bones Crack While Intramurals Roll On

NET GAINERS

The winners of the 1973 Fall Tennis Intramural Tournaments were:

Advanced men’s division: Russ Pomerony; runner-up: Dennis Wilson.
Advanced women’s division: Edie Wells; runner-up: Peggy Devlin.
Average men’s division: Mark Cucuzzella; runner-up: Ralph Miglior.
Average women’s division: Grenda Sorocco; runner-up: Eva Schoenho.

Mixed doubles: Weiss and Pomerony; runner-up: Cucuzzella and Sorocco.

JUNIOR CADETS

The JV team of West Point will kickoff against the MSC JV team Friday night at 8 pm on Sprague Field. Admission is free to MSC students with a validated ID card.

HEAVY MEETING

A meeting of all power lifters and weightlifters will be held on Tuesday at 4 pm in Panzer Gym fourth floor. Though there is no real gang violence, no need for any “super scouts.”

We sell The Smaller Advent loudspeaker because it turns this situation upside down. Not just anything remotely like them. The Smaller Advents were designed to sound as good as they could. If a system sounds less impressive at home than it did in the advertisement, we sell it. The Panzer Pool will be open for security, staff and student use at the following times: MONDAY: Noon to 6 pm TUESDAY: 1 to 6 pm WEDNESDAY: 2 to 6 pm THURSDAY: 1 to 6 pm FRIDAY: 2 to 6 pm Swimming instruction is available at these times. Those interested should contact Hank Ferris in his office adjacent to the pool.

IM FOOTBALL STANDINGS

Men’s Division I
Psi Lambda 0-0
Epsilon Phi Omegas 0-0
Kappa Nu 0-0
Delta Chi 0-0
Sigma Chi 0-0
Lambda Xi 0-0
Phi Omega 0-0
Men’s Division II
South Jerseys 2-5
Aqua Possums 1-2 Y
Prime Movers 2-1
Shaw’s Team 2-5
Sage Specials 0-7
Panzer Poof 0-7

Coed Division
Chapin 3-0
Combs 3-1
Prime Movers 3-1
Sweet Pups 3-0
No Name 3-1
Smokers 4-2
Something Else 2-4
Independents 2-4
Shaw’s Team 2-5
Sages Special 0-7

Cotch: Players 0-7

Montclarion scoreboard

NET GAINERS

The winners of the 1973 Fall Tennis Intramural Tournaments were:

Advanced men’s division: Russ Pomerony; runner-up: Dennis Wilson.
Advanced women’s division: Edie Wells; runner-up: Peggy Devlin.
Average men’s division: Mark Cucuzzella; runner-up: Ralph Miglior.
Average women’s division: Grenda Sorocco; runner-up: Eva Schoenho.

Mixed doubles: Weiss and Pomerony; runner-up: Cucuzzella and Sorocco.

JUNIOR CADETS

The JV team of West Point will kickoff against the MSC JV team Friday night at 8 pm on Sprague Field. Admission is free to MSC students with a validated ID card.

HEAVY MEETING

A meeting of all power lifters and weightlifters will be held on Tuesday at 4 pm in Panzer Gym fourth floor.

SERVE AND SMASH

The main gym will be open for coed volleyball on Thursday nights at 8 pm.

SILC GATHERING

There will be a meeting of the Student Intramural and Leisure Council at 3 pm in the fourth floor meeting room of the Student Center on Thursday. ID’s 18. This meeting is open to all interested students.

IM Bowling Tournaments

Forms Ready

Applications are now being accepted for the Intramural Bowling Tournament. Competition is scheduled for Mondays and anyone wishing to apply can pick up an application in the Intramural Office, basement of College High.

A $1 fee is assessed all participants and the Intramural Department will pick up the remainder of the costs, according to SILC president Stu Richter.

Students can sign up individually and be placed on a team, or may sign up a group as a team.
Death Hits Pioneers

By Hank Golds

The William Paterson football team that MSC will face this week has already suffered its biggest loss of the season and perhaps in its history. Henry Reeder, who started at right end for the Pioneers, collapsed and died of a heart attack during a practice session last Tuesday. He was 28.

WPC's head coach, Phil Zofrea believes that practice activities had no effect on Reeder. The Pioneers had taken a long Columbus Day weekend and the Tuesday session was their first practice of the week.

"I BELIEVE," said Zofrea, "that if Henry was standing in California at the time, he would have collapsed. It was just his time."

Reeder was stricken during a 20-minute non-contact passing drill. According to Zofrea, the coach "made a pattern, caught a pass, came back to the huddle and dropped."

Efforts to revive him at the scene failed, and he was pronounced dead on arrival at Paterson General Hospital.

Zofrea described Reeder as a "tenacious person who lifted the spirits of the ball club."

"HE WAS always cracking jokes and fooling around," he was a such a wonderful person that you could say that our loss is God's gain," continued the coach.

Reeder had caught seven passes for 99 yards this year, and the coaching staff had felt that he would be bouncing back.

The Pioneers postponed last Saturday's game with New York Tech so that the team could attend Reeder's funeral.

"Paddle Tennis Anyone?"

By Maureen Garde

For lack of a net, MSC's newly-constructed $9,950 paddle tennis court stands unused. Jerome R. Quinn, planning director said that the new facility will remain unused until the E. L. Wagner Co. of Danion, Conn., the firm that built the court, supplies the missing net.

As of Monday, Quinn had received no definite commitment from the company as to when the necessary net will arrive.

In an interview last week, Quinn had stated that the wait for the final steel approval of the construction work had held up use of the finished court for the past two weeks.

After the recovery, seven plays later with one foot to go for the touchdown, MSC fullback Frank Ripley fumbled and the Blue Devils recovered, thus foilng the scoring threat.

The scoreboard remained lifeless until early in the second period when Central Connecticut quarterback John Lovino rolled around left end and with five yards out to score, thus climaxing a 54-yard drive which took but five plays. Woronick's extra point made the score, 7-0, in favor of the Blue Devils.

With 1:38 left in the first half, Indian kicker Moses Lutzmann connected on a 37-yard field goal. Two long pass plays from MSC quarterback Craig Hugger to Bob Hadad and Bob Hermann helped set up the kick.

Lutzmann booted another three-pointer with 10:32 left in the third period which sailed 43 yards and high enough to orbit the earth. It did manage to bring his team within a point of their opponents, 7-6.

Wasting little time in their bid to maintain control of things, the Blue Devils scored their second touchdown of the evening 1:50 later when Ed Yesiarski ran in from 19 yards out. The run came shortly after losing his right and Bob Augustyn with a pass which gained 41 yards and the fine field position that led to the score. Woronick's kick made it 14-6 in Central Connecticut's favor.

ANOTHER PASS from Lovino to Augustyn which accounted for 24 yards resulted in another TD with six seconds left in the third quarter. The aerial pave the Blue Devils a first and goal at the MSC 13.

Two plays afterward, Mark St. Germaine recovered the ball and a referred defender drivers into the endzone. Woronick's PAT succeeded, stretching the lead to 21-6.

With their backs against the wall in the fourth and final quarter, the Indians desperately tried to mount a comeback, with Hugger pearing more than he was accustomed to.

With 11:45 left, he found Hadad with a bullet from nine yards out, making the score, 21-12. In an effort to accumulate points quickly, Hugger tried the same combination for a two point conversion, but this time, Hadad failed to latch on to the ball.

THE FINAL blow to the Indians' hopes came on an open two-yard pass from Hugger to Hermann three minutes later when loving once again went to Augustyn with a 14-yard pass into the endzone. The split end made a diving grab inches away from the sideline and Woronick's kick made it 28-12.

The Indians last score saw Ray Vendermay leap over from the one yard line with 0:36 left play, Hugger threw to his favorite (and only?) target Hadad for the two points following the touchdown, to make the final score Blue Devils 28 - Indians 20. 
Protest Mars MSC Win

By Lonny Cohen

Newark State may be the sentimental rival for Montclair State's Soccer team but Saturday's 1-0 win against Lehman College provided the burst of unusual violence that marks a stiff rivalry.

The Newark Squires faced MSC yesterday with former captain Badma Stepanow on the MSC side of the field, as an assistant coach.

"I THINK that everybody wants to win," commented MSC's Manny Menendez before the crucial NJSCC match, "I respect Badma." Captain Nick Mykulak added some more wood to the fire when he remarked, "Everybody is really up for the game. He (Stepanow) said that they were going to make mincemeat out of us." (in last week's MTNCLARION) "We'll win," he warned.

If the Indians seem out for blood against Newark, they were almost treated to the shedding of it against Lehman.

THE CONTEST came to a premature halt when the ejection of a Lehman player from the game resulted in a violent protest by the visitors.

Prior to the game, the referee warned the players that unnecessary delays would result in ejection of the guilty players.

Lehman received a warning for delay of game in the first half and, in the second half, after an Indian placed the ball down for a free kick, a Lehman player kicked the ball away and was thumbed out of the game by the referee.

THIS TOUCHED off a violent protest by the ejected player prompting the officials to call the game with 13:27 left to play.

The defensive game was broken open only once in the first half.

Manny Menendez, hobnobbed late by knee injuries, took a long pass from left wing Joe Cozza and headed in the only score of the game.

Outstanding play by captain Mykulak and fullback Benjie Pencoding made the goal stand up for the remainder of the ill-fated game.

GOALIE CHUCK Duran posted his third shutout of the season with five saves. The Indian netminder has allowed six goals in the seven games that he has played.

Joe Reide was forced to make 15 stops for the Lehman team.
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